"Joe Stork", or the "Exorcised Mesa" (he announced that in the absence of CHAUNT he would be pleased to meet the BEAK-WISE CIVILIZATIONS OF COOMING in the little GREASE SCHOOL-HOUSE on the MESA BERNAL."

Now in this generation of.GAESCITY, (AND GENERALS) IT IS only OUR BEST PEOPLE WHO DEAL IN CHARITY WHICH is why we see the ELITE of the JIBARITO FATHERS EXTENDING THEMSELVES to this INSTITUTION of LEARNING -

"ROOOOO, BY (HYLO KIRKUS)"

OFFICER B. PERP.) - LAY AND ORGAS.
SECONDARY SPIRIT - THE DUCK JUICE
TERRY P. TURTLE - DIAMOND BROKER
BLOODY P. H. - CASTILLIAN AUGUSTEAN OF A MOST SHAKY NATURE
SAUCO PAUPE - HIS AMBASSADORS
KUKU KIDLY - "THE BURG MAESTRO"
WALTER CRAMPS ASTRIDAS - "A DICKY BIRD"
FRANZ MUSE - "PROFESSOR OF OSSURA WEALTH"
BARNEY BORACHIO - PROPRIETOR OF THE PALOMA BLANCO PLACERIA"
MOCK DICK - LAUNDERED DE LUXE"

WHERE IS EVERYBODY
TO DAY, ILI KETTAPALLA

"Why, Pat, and Christopher Kapparilla, a worm,
both hardly considered "persons",
are necessarily not among those present.

But if society "announces" him not,
his "curiosity" bids him go.

"They're twin boys of the pore variety." "Pore" which
is why we call them "North", and "South" -
they are orphaned, and there be none in "COOMING" to give
them shelter.

Oh yes! there is Mr. Stork -
Ves there is -

And so, "CHAUNT" to whom HAMMOU ERект a SUPER-TEMPLE
FINDS SANCTUARY IN THE HEART OF THE PROLETARIAT.